Homework 1 Reassigned

- Email me 6-digit code
- Read Chapters 1 & 2
- Required Problems (must turn in)
  - Ch. 2: 7, 13, 14
- Recommended Problems (don't turn in)
  - Ch. 2: 8, 15
- Required problems due on Wednesday, Oct. 8

Homework will be graded on the class web site.

- Ch. 2: 8, 15
- Ch. 1: 12, 17, 27, 31
- Ch. 1: 18, 20
- Ch. 1: 15

Only required homework will be graded.

- 10% Homework: 10% (completeness only)
- 15% Weekly quizzes: 15% (best 6 of 8)
- 25% Exams: 25% each
- 40% Exam 1
  - If Exam 2 score is better, then Exam 2 = 40% & Exam 1 = 25% each

Assignments - same as listed in syllabus on Monday.

- Exams will try to get to by 6 pm on Friday.
- 6-digit code reminder
- Not sure when taping will begin - Chair is working on it.

Teaching Assistant Introductions

- Cristina Crespo
  - Recitations & weekly quizzes
  - Office hours: MW 4:30–6:30
- Dejun Zhou
  - Homework grading
  - Office hours: Mon–Fri 9:30–11:30
- Christina Crespo
  - Office hours: Tuesdays 4–6 pm
  - Office hours: Wednesdays 4–6 pm
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Last Time

• Discuss syllabus
• Class overview & logistics
• Prefixes
• Definitions: Current, Voltage, Power, & Energy
• Passive sign convention

This Time

• More logistics
• Ideal Sources
• Circuit elements

Definitions: Current, Voltage, Power, & Energy
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• Ideal Sources
• Circuit elements
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This Time

• Ideal Sources
• Circuit elements

Definitions: Current, Voltage, Power, & Energy